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Books I’ve written

FORECASTING
Methods and Applications
Third Edition

Spyros Makridakis
Steven C. Wheelwright
Rob J. Hyndman
Exponential smoothing methods have been around since the 1950s, and are the most popular forecasting methods used in business and industry. Recently, exponential smoothing has been revolutionized with the introduction of a complete modeling framework incorporating innovations state space models, likelihood calculation, prediction intervals and procedures for model selection. In this book, all of the important results for this framework are brought together in a coherent manner with consistent notation. In addition, many new results and extensions are introduced and several application areas are examined in detail.

Rob J. Hyndman is a Professor of Statistics and Director of the Business and Economic Forecasting Unit at Monash University, Australia. He is Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of Forecasting, author of over 100 research papers in statistical science, and received the 2007 Moran medal from the Australian Academy of Science for his contributions to statistical research.

Anne B. Koehler is a Professor of Decision Sciences and the Panuska Professor of Business Administration at Miami University, Ohio. She has numerous publications, many of which are on forecasting models for seasonal time series and exponential smoothing methods.

J. Keith Ord is a Professor in the McDonough School of Business, Georgetown University, Washington DC. He has authored over 100 research papers in statistics and forecasting, and is a co-author of Kendall's Advanced Theory of Statistics.

Ralph D. Snyder is an Associate Professor in the Department of Econometrics and Business Statistics at Monash University, Australia. He has extensive publications on business forecasting and inventory management. He has played a leading role in the establishment of the class of innovations state space models for exponential smoothing.
Journals I’ve edited

Australian & New Zealand Journal of Statistics
Journals I’ve edited

Australian & New Zealand Journal of Statistics

International Journal of Forecasting
Papers I’ve written

- Approximately 100 research papers (all English language)
- 63 papers in internationally recognized refereed journals
- 5 book chapters
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Access to research papers

- There are excellent pre-print services where many papers appear before they are published in journals.
- Most pre-print services are free, and papers remain online even after publication.
- Disadvantage of pre-prints: page numbering different, some revisions are usually made before publication. Many poor-quality papers.
- Advantage of pre-prints: see papers same time as everyone else in the world, and often several years before publication.
RePEc (Research Papers in Economics) is a collaborative effort of hundreds of volunteers in 67 countries to enhance the dissemination of research in economics. The heart of the project is a decentralized database of working papers, journal articles and software components. All RePEc material is freely available.

You may add your own materials to RePEc through a department or institutional archive -- all institutions are welcome to join and contribute their materials by establishing and maintaining their own RePEc archive. If your institution does not yet participate in RePEc, you may submit your own papers to MPRA (the Munich Personal RePEc Archive), and they will automatically be included in RePEc. RePEc does not support personal archives (only institutional archives).

RePEc collaborates with the American Economic Association's EconLit database to provide a comprehensive listing of academic economic research.
Open access to 541,313 e-prints in Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science, Quantitative Biology, Quantitative Finance and Statistics

Subject search and browse: | Physics | Search | Form Interface |

8 Apr 2009: Added public author identifiers, Facebook interaction, myarticles widget, and personal Atom feeds
31 Mar 2009: Quantum Gases (cond-mat.quant-gas) subject area added
See cumulative "What’s New" pages.

Robots Beware: indiscriminate automated downloads from this site are not permitted.

Physics

- Astrophysics (astro-ph new, recent, find)
  includes: Cosmology and Extragalactic Astrophysics; Earth and Planetary Astrophysics; Galaxy Astrophysics; High Energy Astrophysical Phenomena; Instrumentation and Methods for Astrophysics; Solar and Stellar Astrophysics
- Condensed Matter (cond-mat new, recent, find)
  includes: Disordered Systems and Neural Networks; Materials Science; Mesoscale and Nanoscale Physics; Other Condensed Matter; Quantum Gases; Soft Condensed Matter; Statistical Mechanics; Strongly Correlated Electrons; Superconductivity
- General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology (gr-qc new, recent, find)
- High Energy Physics - Experiment (hep-ex new, recent, find)
- High Energy Physics - Lattice (hep-lat new, recent, find)
- High Energy Physics - Phenomenology (hep-ph new, recent, find)
- High Energy Physics - Theory (hep-th new, recent, find)
- Mathematical Physics (math-ph new, recent, find)
- Nuclear Experiment (nucl-ex new, recent, find)
- Nuclear Theory (nucl-th new, recent, find)
- Physics (physics new, recent, find)
  includes: Accelerator Physics; Atmospheric and Oceanic Physics; Atomic Physics; Atomic and Molecular Clusters; Biological Physics; Chemical Physics; Classical Physics; Computational Physics; Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability; Fluid Dynamics; General Physics; Geophysics; History of Physics; Instrumentation and Detectors; Medical Physics; Optics; Physics Education; Physics and Society; Plasma Physics; Popular Physics; Space Physics
- Quantum Physics (quant-ph new, recent, find)

Mathematics

- Mathematics (math new, recent, find)
  includes (see detailed description): Algebraic Geometry; Algebraic Topology; Analysis of PDEs; Category Theory; Classical Analysis and ODEs; Combinatorics; Commutative Algebra; Complex Variables; Differential Geometry; Dynamical Systems; Functional Analysis; General Mathematics; General Topology; Geometric Topology; Group Theory; History and Overview; Information Theory; K-Theory and Homology; Logic; Mathematical Physics; Metric Geometry; Number Theory; Numerical Analysis; Operator Algebras; Optimization and Control; Probability; Rings and Algebras; Representation Theory; Spectral Theory; Symplectic Geometry; Topological Groups; Topology

http://cn.arXiv.org
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Online repositories

- Free online access to all working papers (i.e., before publication in a refereed journal).
- **RePEc**: good for economics, econometrics.
- **arXiv**: good for mathematical statistics, mathematical finance.
- **SSRN**: good for management, law.
NEP Reports on IDEAS

NEP (New Economics Papers) is an awareness service disseminating new working papers by email in 85 different fields. IDEAS archives these reports. The following are available (with the number of reports and the current editor):

- **NEP-ACC** Accounting & Auditing 248 reports with 1608 papers, edited by Alexander Harin. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-AFR** Africa 255 reports with 2639 papers, edited by Quentin Wodon. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-AGE** Economics of Ageing 102 reports with 673 papers, edited by Claudia Vilosio. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-AGR** Agricultural Economics 286 reports with 3582 papers, edited by Angelo Zago. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-ALL** All new papers 503 reports with 122752 papers, edited by Marco Novarese. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-ARA** Arab World 21 reports with 114 papers, edited by Quentin Wodon. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-BAN** Banking 151 reports with 1383 papers, edited by Roberto Santillan. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-BEC** Business Economics 236 reports with 4614 papers, edited by Christian Calmes. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CBA** Central Banking 294 reports with 7524 papers, edited by Alexander Mikhailov. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CBE** Cognitive & Behavioural Economics 324 reports with 2690 papers, edited by Marco Novarese. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CDM** Collective Decision-Making 428 reports with 2586 papers, edited by Roland Kirstein. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CFN** Corporate Finance 416 reports with 2894 papers, edited by Zelia Serrasqueiro. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CIS** Confederation of Independent States 167 reports with 485 papers, edited by Anna Y. Borodina. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CMP** Computational Economics 374 reports with 2062 papers, edited by Stan Miles. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CNA** China 175 reports with 1094 papers, edited by Zheng Fang. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-COM** Industrial Competition 308 reports with 4782 papers, edited by Russell Pittman. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CSE** Economics of Strategic Management 172 reports with 1842 papers, edited by Joao Jose de Matos Ferreira. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CTA** Contract Theory & Applications 66 reports with 675 papers, edited by Simona Fabrizi. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CUL** Cultural Economics 223 reports with 645 papers, edited by Roberto Zanola. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-CWA** Central & Western Asia 249 reports with 2474 papers, edited by Nuridek Hacialioglu. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-DCM** Discrete Choice Models 394 reports with 1729 papers, edited by Philip Yu. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-DEV** Development 460 reports with 7747 papers, edited by Jeong-Joon Lee. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-DGE** Dynamic General Equilibrium 474 reports with 4393 papers, edited by Christian Zimmermann. Subscribe: email or RSS
- **NEP-ECM** Econometrics 469 reports with 5544 papers, edited by Sune Karlsson. Subscribe: email or RSS
Even though you might read the working paper version, you need to cite the final published version.
Tracking down final references

- Even though you might read the working paper version, you need to cite the final published version.
- Use Google scholar to get citation information. www.scholar.google.com
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Statistical software

- www.r-project.org
- Chinese mirror available
- Chinese version of software available
- Download free packages to implement most modern statistical and econometrics methods
- Very active online user community for help
- Much better software than any commercial product!
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- Submit your research papers to one of the online repositories.
- Have a departmental website with all working papers available for download.
Become better known

- Submit your research papers to one of the online repositories.
- Have a departmental website with all working papers available for download.
- Send the key researchers in your field an electronic copy of your new research papers.
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English language editing

- Poor English can prevent a good paper getting published.
- The editor may not understand what you have done, or be unprepared to do the extensive editing necessary before publication.
- Work with a coauthor or editor who uses English as his/her first language.
- Use a language editing service. List available here: www.elsevier.com/wps/find/authorsview.authors/languagepolishing
理文编辑为中国科研人员并肩前行

出版或出局

理文编辑为希望向英文期刊投稿的作者提供科技英语语言编辑服务。对于希望向SCI收录的期刊投稿的作者，我们的服务将更有帮助。我们会使稿件的英文符合国际标准，确保语言清晰、易懂、标准地道，并且符合期刊投稿的要求。所有编辑都是英语母语的科研人员和学术论文作者，大多数具有各自领域博士学位，十分了解学术写作和出版程序，他们背景的资料全部清楚地公布在我们的网站上。理文编辑的员工可以用汉语和作者沟通联络。作者可以通过国内的银行/邮局系统用人民币付款，个人支付和单位支付均可。提供全国统一正规发票。

如果您想向国际学术期刊、中国学术期刊的英文版以及国际会议投稿，欢迎您使用理文编辑的服务。

选择您的学术领域以查看相关编辑和期刊信息

- Biomedical and Life Sciences
- Physical Sciences
- Agriculture, Earth and Environmental Sciences
- Humanities / Business / Law
- 了解我们的费用评估体系和收费标准！
- 获取报价或立即投稿！

EurekAlert!

- 下一代洪水警报与风险分析软件系统即将开发
- 下一代洪水警报与风险分析软件系统即将开发
- 下一代洪水警报与风险分析软件系统即将开发
- 世界首次：中国科学家培育出猪的干细胞
- 下一代洪水警报与风险分析软件系统即将开发
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Welcome to International Science Editing

Superior Scientific Editing Services

International Science Editing offers high-quality language editing services for scientific articles, including peer-reviewed periodicals and journals. We provide high-quality language editing services to ensure that your scientific work is presented in the best possible light.

Why choose International Science Editing?

- Experienced and qualified editors
- Editing services for over 15 years
- Peer-reviewed articles
- 100% satisfaction guarantee

Li-Bo Fang

Other services on the internet only use students, International Science Editing use real qualified scientists and it shows. I only use International Science Editing from now on!
Language editing services

Are you looking for an experienced Editor to refine the use of English in your scholarly, scientific, technical or medical manuscript?

We can help.
科学编辑服务的提供者

“亚洲科学编辑服务”面向所有希望在有同行评议的期刊和书籍中发表文章的科学家，为您提供高质量的语言和文字编辑服务。

为什么采用“亚洲科学编辑服务”？

- 英语写作的文章很少能通过同行评审这一步骤；
- “亚洲科学编辑服务”是国际科学编辑集团的一部分，已经校对和编辑了超过一百万页文字；
- 在科学编辑服务业已经有超过12年的历史；
- 所有的编辑都具有高级的英语技能；
- 您的文章将由一位相关学科内具有研究生以上学历的科学家编辑，以提高其整体可读性、准确性、语法和拼写；
- 所有的文稿均由我们在爱尔兰的办公室做质量把关；
- 一位尽心尽责的客户经理将被指定负责您的文稿。

12年来，“国际科学编辑服务”致力于为全世界的科学家提供服务。我们不但为科学家提供一对一的
Welcome to OnLine English

OnLine English offers first-class scientific and academic editing.

We specialize in providing an English correction and improvement service for authors whose native language is not English.

We have international quality assurance accreditation (ISO 9001:2000).

OnLine English guarantees that research papers are edited by native English-speaking experts in their field.
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Modern English style

- Be brief. Short sentences. Concise.
- Chinese uses long sentences. Academic English uses relatively short sentences. Short sentences don’t sound childish in English.
- Important rule: one sentence, one idea.
- Be careful with punctuation: it can completely change the meaning of a sentence.
- If information is essential, do not use commas.
- If information is extra and non-essential, you must use commas.
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Abstracts

- Very important to be well-written. Often the only part someone will read.
- Encourage interested readers to read further.
- Give a complete summary of the paper and the main results.
- Be clear and brief. Avoid abbreviations.
- Describe methods and results in past tense, but conclusions in present tense.
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- Almost all journals now prefer online submissions. Don’t send hard copies.
- Make sure you cite relevant papers from the journal you submit to.
- Read the author guidelines and try to follow them.
- Choose a journal that covers your topic.
- Be aware of level of technicality of the journal.
- Be aware of balance of theory and application of the journal.
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- Most journal submissions are rejected. My own journal rejects more than 80% of the papers submitted.
- Don’t be disheartened.
- Revise the paper based on the editor’s (and possibly referees’) comments, and send it somewhere else.
- Where appropriate, invite a coauthor to help improve the paper.
- Be realistic about where you send it.
- Try at least four journals before giving up.
Most journal submissions are rejected. My own journal rejects more than 80% of the papers submitted.

Don’t be disheartened.

Revise the paper based on the editor’s (and possibly referees’) comments, and send it somewhere else.

Where appropriate, invite a coauthor to help improve the paper.

Be realistic about where you send it.

Try at least four journals before giving up.

One of my best papers was rejected at the journal I now edit!
Thank you

Slides available from

www.robjhyndman.com/talks/Fuzhou.pdf